Free Viewpoint Image (FVI) is one of the most popular image format in the next generation of multimedia, and ray space is an effective and efficient method to generate FVI. However, in the traditional method of ray space construction, all the images have to be captured in advance so that the burden of data is quite heavy. In this paper, we propose to adopt compressed sensing to sparsely sense and reconstruct a ray space. Thus, it is not necessary to capture all the images but only fewer measurements are collected, and ray space can be reconstructed by employing optimization tools with sparsity promotion. Different from previous applications of compressed sensing in image acquisition, such as computational photography which is focusing on integral image, our work is based on Epipolar Plane Image (EPI). In our simulation, the ray space can be reconstructed successfully, and simulation results also illustrate the reconstruction performances from different numbers of measurement and different desired sparsities of EPI. Furthermore, since EPI presents unique structures, another dictionary which can represent this structure is also developed to take place of common orthonormal basis in compressed sensing procedure. Experimental results show that sparser representation of EPI can be achieved and better reconstruction can be obtained by using newly developed dictionary. Finally, the subjective testing results are also presented and FVI can be obtained from the reconstructed ray space.
Introduction
In recent years, the tendency of next generation of image has been no longer only focused on larger resolution or higher definition, but, more importantly, the whenever and wherever free viewpoint selection and real scene perception start to attract more attentions of researchers.
1) 2) Free Viewpoint Image (FVI) is one of the most distinguished representatives of the next generation of multimedia and is also one of the hottest topics in the field of image processing and multimedia application. Several systems of free viewpoint image, or named as multiple viewpoint image have been developed. In paper 3), the author presented a camera array with 128 cameras, named as Stanford multi-camera array. Besides, paper 4) has established a distributed light field camera by using 64 cameras. 100-camera system has also been developed in paper 5). In order to generate FVI, there are several methods for consideration. First of all, interpolation method 6) can be adopted. Basic idea is that several images can be obtained in advance while the FVI can be linearly or non-linearly interpolated by the neighboring images. However, due to the loss of geometry information, the quality of generated FVI is heavily affected by the distance from neighbor images. As the distance increases, the error will be increasing greatly and the ghost artifact can not be avoided. In the second place, the method of view synthesis based on depth information, or named as Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR), is also available for FVI generation. This kind of method enables FVI to be generated by synthesizing virtual images through the technique of 3D warping. However, for DIBR, the corresponding depth information has also to be captured and the resolution of depth information is not as high as the resolution of normal image. Even worse, this kind of technique is heavily dependent on the accuracy of depth information but unfortunately the depth information in practical situation is always not as accurate as it is expected. In the third place, there is another approach based on 3D model rendering 7) . In this kind of method, 3D model of the objects difficult and the result of this method still remains unsatisfying. Alternatively, another effective and efficient method for generating FVI is cutting ray space 8) (or light field in other literatures 9) ), as illustrated in Fig.1 , and it is not necessary to obtain the geometric information of objects and scenes. In the acquisition procedure, the rays which penetrate through the real space are densely sampled by multiple cameras which are mounted in a linear arrangement with small interval. In the display stage, the ray-space data are extracted perpendicular to the x− u plane and displayed on the screen of television or mobile devices. This elegant characteristic favors us to synthesize arbitrary viewpoint images fast without any complicated models or rendering operation, so that the real-time implementation becomes possible. For instance, as shown in Fig.1 , section 1 and section 2 corresponding to different viewpoints are generated by simply cutting the ray space. However, to meet the requirement of viewpoint density is quite difficult. The Plenoptic Sampling theory 10) states that the difference between the maximum and minimum disparities from two adjacent cameras has to be at most two pixels, which forces the viewpoints to be arranged quite closely in order to keep the disparity range in two pixels. Therefore, naturally the composition of ray space demands a huge number of data, which has posed a great obstacle to the procedure of data storage and transmission. Especially, as the extension of viewpoints and the expansion of image resolution, the amount of data will be extremely large and no longer acceptable in real application. In other side, it is known that most of data will be thrown away in data compression, and only a small part will be left for transmission. Thus, all of mentioned above drive us to think whether it is possible to only capture the necessary data at the stage of acquisition and recover all the data in decoder.
Fortunately, another revolution in signal sampling and sensing, named Compressed Sensing or Compressive Sampling (CS) 11) 12) , appeared and it has been a quite popular topic due to its theoretical property in the field of subsampling and wide application in the practice of signal sparse acquisition and recovery. Generally speaking, if a signal can be represented exactly or approximately by only a few of elements selected from certain transform basis, the signal is called sparse or compressible signal. Compressed sensing enables a sparse signal to be sampled by fewer measurements and almost exactly recovered as long as the incoherent sensing is conducted and recovery tool with sparsity promotion is employed. Actually, most of natural signals enjoy the property of sparse, which brings a great promise for handling the great amount of data in the construction of ray space.
In this paper, we presented a novel application of compressed sensing, which is named as compressed sensing of ray space, to sparsely capture and reconstruct ray space. In the generation of FVI by ray space, it is expected to use less data than normal sampling in acquisition to achieve excellent result in recovery. More precisely, less is better, and in this paper, we set the target to be the half or less. The processing of whole ray space is based on Epipolar Plane Image (EPI).
8)
First of all, each EPI is sparsely sampled to be fewer measurements, and recovery is conducted from the captured measurements. Then, the whole ray space can be reconstructed successfully by combining all the recovered EPI. Furthermore, the sparsity of EPI is exploited in certain dictionary which is well designed, so that sparser representation of EPI can be achieved. Finally, experimental results present the specific recovery performances from different numbers of measurements. The acceptable results can be obtained by using a quarter of sensing ratio. In addition, as the sensing ratio increases to be a half, the reconstruction quality is greatly enhanced. Furthermore, the FVI quality generated from compressed sensing of ray space by designed dictionary is also shown to outperform the quality by common orthonormal basis over approximately 4-6 dB.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the related works on application of compressed sensing is roughly reviewed and the main contribution of our work is pointed out. In section 3, the theory of compressed sensing is modeled to the capture of EPI and the algorithm of reconstruction of EPI is also given out. Furthermore, necessary sparsity analysis of EPI is demonstrated and sparser representation of EPI is exploited in other dictionary. Section 4 describes the simulation procedure, and experimental results are also presented. Finally, a brief conclusion and future direction are mentioned in the last section.
Related Works and Our Contribution
Since the appearance of compressed sensing, people started to explore the applications of compressed sensing. At the very beginning, application of compressed sensing appeared in the field of medical image processing. In paper 13), the author proposed to apply compressed sensing to generate Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). The high sparsity of MRI was utilized so that the scanning time of MRI was greatly reduced in the same level of image quality. Similarly, in paper 14), the high spatial-temporal correlations in dynamic Computed Tomography (CT) imaging was exploited and accurate dynamic CT images were reconstructed from subsampled measurements.
Except for applications in medical image, there are several applications in sparse acquisition of normal pictures as well. One of the most famous applications is the single-pixel-camera developed by Rice University.
15) For this special camera, a picture was not projected onto normal image sensor. Instead, the picture was firstly projected onto a digital micromirror device (DMD) so that each pixel of picture was randomly selected, and then all the selected pixels were integrated into a single photo diode by using another lens to produce one measurement. Finally, the picture could be recovered from the collected fewer measurements by optimization tool. The success of single-pixel camera motivates other researchers to explore other possible applications in image acquisition and recovery. Recently, in the field of computational photography, a programmable aperture camera was proposed in paper 16), and a binary mask was employed to indicate the state of each small part of aperture so that several integral images could be cumulated in the final sensor. The binary mask took the responsibility to generate 0 or 1 randomly for the incoherently sampling and the images could be reconstructed by the sophisticated optimization tools in decoder. Furthermore, paper 17) also followed the similar procedure by employing a coded aperture for incoherent random sensing and another reconstruction algorithm based on Bayesian model was adopted. Besides, a prototype of optical design was also presented.
Basically speaking, the purpose of computational photography is mainly concentrated on the optical realization and how cameras can be designed to satisfy certain purpose. While our work mainly focuses on how efficiently ray space can be captured and how well the ray space and FVI can be generated in decoder. Therefore, on our research, we only discuss the efficient acquisition of ray space without considering the optical design. The optical camera design, however, will be surely one of our next research directions. Furthermore, our work is different from data compression although both of them share the similar target. The largest difference between the two methods is that total data acquisition is a must for data compression while compressed sensing enables us to acquire much fewer data in shooting process, and this is also the great superiority of compressed sensing.
Therefore, the main contribution of our work is composed of two parts. In the first place, we propose to capture the whole ray space by compressed sensing for the generation of FVI. Different from previous applications of compressed sensing, such as computational photography focusing on integral image, we start from the format of Epipolar Plane Image (EPI) to sparsely sense and reconstruct ray space. Thus, it is also another novel application of compressed sensing. In the second place, the sparsity and unique structure of EPI are fully exploited and an alternative dictionary is well designed for much sparser representation. Therefore, better quality of reconstructed EPI and ray space is achieved. The first contribution can provide a simulation support to our next work of optical design, while the second contribution can lead us to explore more sophisticated dictionary by learning for sparser representation.
Compressed Sensing of Ray Space
In this section, the principle and procedure of compressed sensing is illustrated at first. Afterwards, ray space and the relation between ray space and EPI is presented. Next, the sparsity of EPI is explored in transform domain and in dictionary representation respectively. Based on the unique feature of EPI, a dictionary expanded from Gabor function is generated for sparser representation. Finally, by adopting incoherent random sensing matrix, compressed sensing can be applied successfully in capture and reconstruction of ray space.
1 Compressed sensing theory
Compressed sensing enables a signal to be almost perfectly recovered from fewer nonadaptive and linear measurements by certain optimization tool with sparsity promotion. In other words, compressed sensing concerns the exact recovery of a high-dimensional sparse vector after a dimension reduction step. Basically, there are three pillars in the construction of compressed sensing, including sparse representation, compressive sampling, and recovery.
In the first place, for the sparse representation, we assume that a signal can be represented as a vector, y N ×1 , y ∈ R N , and N is the dimension of the signal or the size of the signal. In addition, there is a certain basis,
, and ϕ i ∈ R N . and the signal y N ×1 can be represented as
where θ is the representation of y in basis Φ. Assume θ s represents the s largest elements in θ, thus y s = Φθ s is an approximation of y with the error = y − y s . If the error can be quite small, the signal y N ×1 is named as a sparse signal or a s−sparse signal, and high sparsity is one of requirement for success of compressed sensing. This can be formulated in another way as,
where θ s l0 * < = s, s << N and ε is the approximation error which is quite small. Next, in the compressive sampling process, we assume the signal y N ×1 is projected to another matrix,
Since M < N, it implies that number of measurements is smaller than the number of original signal, which is the essence of compressed sensing. Based on the theory of compressed sensing, the minimum number of measurement is regulated as,
where C is a small constant and s is the sparsity of signal in certain basis Φ. Besides, μ(Ψ, Φ) is the mutual coherence between sensing matrix Ψ and compressed matrix Φ, * * which is defined as μ(Ψ, Φ) =
• l 0 is the quasi l0 norm which counts the number of non-zeros in θ s. * * The name of matrix is just convenient for corresponding to theory. Fig. 2 The ray space and EPI.
both of Ψ and Φ are column l 2 normalized. Clearly, M is heavily related to two factors, including the sparsity s and the mutual coherence μ(Ψ, Φ). Mutual coherence can be kept low by adopting random sensing strategy, and the sparsity analysis and exploration of EPI will be presented in later content.
In the procedure of recovery, the problem can be formulated as follows.
where D is the combined matrix, D = ΨΦ. However, in order to find the globally optimal solution for this problem with l 0 regularization, the exhaustive sweep has to be conducted through all the possible supports, s N and it is always a NP-hard problem. Therefore, we adopt a simple but quite effective method, named Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) 18) , to find the sub-optimal solution. Besides, there exist numerous of methods ready for solving the sparse solutionθ, and another effective method is that the solutions of l 0 and l 1 regularizations share the same solution support under certain Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) condition 19) . Thus, the problem can be transferred to be a convex problem and solved by convex optimization 20) . The specific discussion of these methods are beyond the scope of this paper.
2 Ray space and sparsity of EPI in transform domain
Ray space records all the information of rays which go through a certain limited real space. As the basic unit of ray space, EPI is actually the route of rays on each x − u plane, and it is composed of several straight lines with different slopes and intersections, as shown in Fig.2 .
* * * Actually the slopes in EPI directly reflect the disparity information of objects in ray space. Since compressed sensing of ray space is based on EPI, it is necessary to discuss the sparsity of EPI. In order to reduce the burden of computation, the * * * Actually, we have developed two kinds of ray space, linear and circular one. Here, we only focus on linear ray space specific analysis and computation will be conducted based on blocks of EPI. One block of EPI is shown in Fig.3 . Obviously, similar as other normal images, EPI is not sparse in spatial domain as well. Thus, we firstly explore the sparse representation of EPI in transform domain.
In the exploration of frequency sparsity of EPI, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is adopted. To evaluate the frequency sparsity, the spectrum of DCT is illustrated in Fig.4(a) , and clearly most parts of energy is concentrated on a small area (The red area in spectrum). To have a more explicit illustration, the histogram of DCT coefficient is also plotted in Fig.4(b) , and the distribution of coefficient shows the frequency sparsity of EPI. Besides, we also have a sparsity test of EPI in Welsh Transform domain, and Hadamard Matrix is employed. Similar as frequency sparsity analysis, the spectrum and histogram of Discrete Hardmard Transform (DHT) coefficients, as shown in Fig.5 , also imply that EPI is sparse in Welsh Transform domain as well. Even if the sparsity is only analyzed for one block of EPI, it is believed that most of blocks of EPI share the similar feature. Thus, we believe EPI is relatively sparse in transform domain, either by DCT or DHT, which implies that compressed sensing can be applied to EPI by using common orthonormal basis.
However, so far, the special structure of EPI has not been put into consideration, and more suitable dictionary is supposed to be explored for sparser representation of EPI. Feature analysis is believed to produce sparser representation, as long as another proper dictionary includes similar features of EPI. 
3 Sparsity of EPI in designed dictionary
Since separable Gabor functions can be used to encode the motion compensated frames in video processing 21) due to the fact that Gabor function can grasp the feature of disparities in video sequence. Similarly, EPI actually reflected the disparity information between each FVI. Therefore, it is believed that the dictionary expanded by Gabor function will be an excellent alternative for providing the features of EPI.
Normally, Gabor function is written as g(x, y) = s(x, y)w(x, y), where s(x, y) is a complex sinusoid, named as carrier, while w(x, y) is a 2D Gaussian-shaped function, named as envelope. Thus, s(x, y) = exp(j(2π(fx + hy)) + ϕ) and w(x, y)
is the peak of the function, σ 1 and σ 2 are scaling parameters of the Gaussian. Besides, the rθ represents a rotation operation on x and y. From the structure analysis of EPI, it is clear that EPI is fluctuated in one direction and almost smooth in the other one. Thus, in Gabor function, x is activated for varying while y is kept as constant. Besides, only the real part of carrier s(x, y) is used. Then, 2D Gabor function can be simply rewritten as
In addition, the Γ operator on x is given by Γg = g(σ −1 r θ (x − u)) and also the parameters f and ϕ are tunable. The parameter set can be represented as P = {σ, u, θ, f, ϕ}, and numerous of atoms can be generated by tuning these parameters. The scope of parameters is given in Table. 1, and N is the size of EPI block. Different from orthonormal basis, the sparsity ex- Table. 1 Parameter set of 2D Gabor dictionary. ploration of EPI in Gabor dictionary is a non-linear transform. OMP is quite helpful in sparsity exploration since the output of OMP is exactly the selected atom and corresponding coefficient. Besides, the number of iteration in OMP corresponds to the sparsity. Thus, given the sparsity s = 5, for instance, one block of EPI can be represented by 5 atoms with corresponding coefficients, as shown in Fig.6 . Therefore, it is illustrated that Gabor dictionary is quite suitable for sparse representation of EPI. Next, the sparsity comparison of EPI among common orthonormal basis and Gabor dictionary is conducted. In the comparison, EPI is divided into nonoverlapped blocks in size 8×8
* . The desired sparsity is arranged from {s = i|i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 10}. As for common orthonormal basis, DCT and DHT are selected and the largest s coefficients will be preserved for reconstruction of EPI block. While for Gabor dictionary, sparsity s is the iteration of OMP. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was adopted as the evaluation of approximation error and it could be written as
where I andÎ are original EPI and sparsely represented EPI respectively with the resolution of H × V . The testing images are EPI from 'Fuzzy' and 'Kuma' ray spaces, illustrated in Fig.7 . The approximation error is compared by given the same sparsity and results are shown in Fig.8 . From both of the plots, Gabor dictionary could obtain less approximation error in the same sparsity and it directly shows EPI enjoys sparser representation in Gabor dictionary compared to common orthonormal basis. In addition, as for 'Fuzzy' EPI, DHT performs better since the disparity of 'Fuzzy' EPI is larger and DHT is more likely to represent this feature than DCT. While for 'Kuma' EPI, both of orthonormal basis get almost same performance. * Actually, each block of EPI is upfolded into a vector and transform in conducted by multiplying the transform matrix 
Experimental results
In this section, we present experimental results for compressed sensing of ray space. Our work focuses on the study how efficient ray space can be sensed, thus the experiments are based on synthesized data, which means we have captured all the data at first as the ground truth.
* The framework of this experiment is illustrated in Fig.9 . The ground truth of ray space and EPI are firstly obtained, and the proposed compressed sensing procedure is simulated. In simulation, the measurements of EPI are obtained by adopting random sensing matrix. Next, the EPI and ray space are recovered by sparsity promotion algorithm. Finally, comparisons are conducted between FVI from reconstructed ray space and from ground truth of ray space.
Before the experiments, it is necessary to conduct parameter configuration. Two testing ray spaces, named as 'Fuzzy' and 'Kuma' were employed for this experiments. 64 cameras were equipped in linear arrangement for capturing images to generate 'Fuzzy' and 'Kuma' ray space, and each camera output one image with the resolution of 640 × 480. The images from one viewpoint for both ray spaces are shown in Fig.10 . The content in 'Fuzzy' ray space is more complex than the content in 'Kuma' ray space. All the 64 images were combined together to establish the ray space with the resolution of 640 × 480 × 64. Next, EPI was generated by cutting the * The sparse sensing of natural data is our next step and beyond the scope of this paper. Our work is dedicated to providing an analysis and simulation for next acquisition of natural data ray space horizontally, and the resolution of EPI was 640 × 64, indicating that there were 480 EPI in the captured ray space. Two sample EPIs from two ray spaces have been shown in Fig.7 . In the simulation, EPI was divided into non-overlapped 8 × 8 blocks to avoid large computation and each block is unfolded to be a vector with 64 elements. Two random sensing matrices were adopted respectively. One was Bernoulli sensing matrix (The elements are 1 or -1) and the other was Gaussian sensing matrix. For the recovery method, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) was adopted for sparsity promotion. Since sparsity of EPI can not be obtained, we tested several desired sparsities as s = 4, s = 6, s = 8, and s = 10. Furthermore, in the selection of sensing ratio R, several sensing ratios were also tested, which were from 20% to 60% with the increment of 10%. It is true that reconstruction quality will be higher as the sensing ratio increases. However, if the sensing ratio is too high, closing to 100%, there is no meaning by using compressed sensing.
In the first place, we test the effect of sparsity of EPI on the final recover quality by using a group of desired sparsities of EPI. In this test, the sensing ratio is fixed as R = 50%. Besides, Bernoulli sensing matrix and Gaussian sensing matrix are adopted for 'Fuzzy' and 'Kuma' EPIs, respectively. Each test is conducted for 10 times and we obtain the average value. The results are illustrated in Fig.11 . From the graphs, as the desired sparsity of EPI increases, especially over s = 6, the quality of recovery almost remains constant. Therefore, in the rest testing, we fix the desired sparsity at s = 6. In addition, Gabor dictionary achieves better results than the rest two at the same sparsity, which also means Gabor dictionary can exploit sparser representation of EPI than the rest two orthonormal bases. Next, we check the reconstruction performance of compressed sensing and the associated artifacts with different sensing ratios R. The experiment is conducted based on EPI, and different numbers of measurement is provided for testing the performances. Orthonormal basis including DCT and DHT, and designed 2D Gabor dictionary are used in experiment. As for 2D Gabor dictionary, since it is a redundant dictionary, in order to reduce the size of dictionary, statistics is also conducted in advance for deleting the atoms which have never been used in sparse representation. Then it outputs a carefully designed dictionary. Since the experiment is conducted in terms of EPI block and matrix unfold is also conducted, the size of DCT and DHT is 64 × 64. Similar as previous test, two sensing matrices, Bernoulli and Gaussian are selected. The testing EPI is randomly chosen from each ray space and each test is conducted for 10 times individually. The average performances (PSNR value) of 'Fuzzy' EPI and 'Kuma' EPI are shown in Fig.12 . From the graphs, clearly the construction artifact is reducing (or PSNR value is increasing) as the sensing ratio increases for both orthonormal bases and Gabor dictionary. In addition, since both of orthonormal bases are conducted only in one dimension, the structure of EPI is lost in representation and the unique feature of EPI can not be grasped well by either of them. Conversely, Gabor dictionary could grasp the unique feature of EPI for effective sparse representation. Thus, 2D Gabor dictio- nary can achieve about 4 − 6dB increase compared to other two orthonormal basis. In the comparison between two bases, DHT performs a little better than DCT which corresponds to the result in sparsity comparison in Fig.8 . What has to be mentioned is that if the sensing ratio continues increasing, better performance can be achieved. Furthermore, if more advanced optimization tool is adopted instead of OMP, the performance can be also enhanced. Moreover, for subjective test, recovered EPI from measurements by three compressed matrices are also presented in Fig.13 . The sensing ratio is set as R = 1/2, and Gaussian sensing matrix is adopted as sensing matrix. The left column shows recovered 'Fuzzy' EPI by using different compressed matrices in compressed sensing, while the right column shows the performance on 'Kuma' EPI. Subjective test gives a clear comparison to show that Gabor dictionary performs best.
Finally, as all the EPIs are recovered, the whole ray space can be reconstructed. In this simulation, Gabor dictionary is adopted as compressed matrix and Gaussian matrix is adopted as sensing matrix respectively. The desired sparsity is set as s = 6. Since the reconstructed ray space could produce 64 viewpoint images, we selected No.26 as virtual viewpoint. The generated FVIs from reconstructed ray space by using different numbers of measurement are illustrated in Fig.14 and   Fig.15 , respectively. The statistical properties of each generated FVI are also presented in Table. 2. Clearly, as sensing ratio increases, both of the mean and standard deviation of pixel error are reduced. In addition, the PSNR values of each generated FVI are also illustrated. Please note that the content of 'Fuzzy' ray space is very complex, and hence the quality of generated FVI is relatively low. In contrast, for 'Kuma' ray space, the quality of generated FVI is much better. Furthermore, the subjective evaluation of generated FVI shows that the recovered result is quite acceptable by sensing a quarter of measurement. As the number of measurement increases to a half, the quality of FVI is improved greatly.
Conclusion
This paper presented a novel approach to reduce the huge data of ray space for the generation of Free Viewpoint Image (FVI), named as compressed sensing of ray space. It was also a novel aspect in the application of compressed sensing. Different from previous studies, which were focused on the recovery of normal pictures, our approach was mainly concentrated on another kinds of image, named as Epipolar Plane Image. By taking specific analysis of sparsity of EPI and taking advantage of special feature of EPI, we explored a dictionary generated by Gabor function so that the special feature of EPI could be grasped in this dictionary and sparser representation was achieved. It was shown in experimental results that compressed sensing method was applicable in the reconstruction of EPI and ray space, which led us to further design specific device for capturing natural ray space. Besides, it was also proved that the dictionary provided by Gabor function outperformed the normal basis, which also indicated us to explore other more powerful dictionary for achieving better reconstruction results.
